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OFFICE OF SECRETARY
RULEMAKINGS AND

ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

Secretary of the U.S. NRC
Washington, D. C. 20555-0001

ATTENTION: Rule Making
Adjudictations staff

I wish to voice my objection to the proposal by Energy
Solutions to bring nuclear waste from Itlay to the U. S. and
to Tennessee.

Some of the issues.to consider are:

1.In all of these years, no container has ever been
developed that can outlast high-level radiation.

2. Terrorist Attraction. Our country will have the
responsbility of keeping it out of the hands of
terrorist. We do not need this.

3 Tennessee has earthquakes. Reelfoot Lake was caused
by a major earthquake. There are fault line across
Tennessee.

4. Dams such as the Wolf and Center Hill are at risk for
breaking. Other dams built by TVA are ageing and are
at risk now and in the future.

5. Who is going to pay for the clean-up after Energy
Solutions has made its money and moved out? Oak
Ridge already faces many years to clean -up after
previous contamination. (article enclosed)

6. Residents of Tennessee have suffered enough. Our
state is at the top of states which have the most
health problems. Our state is being poisoned by
by toxins in our environment. Why should this health
hazzard put our citizens at risk so Energy Solutions
can get rich.

7.Energy Solutions is an unreliable company. The local
tv station (channel 4 news) discovered that Energy
Solutions was dumping low-level radiation in the
Murfreeboro land fill.

8. My family and friend's family were touched by Oak

Ridge nuclear production. My late husband was born

near Oak Ridge in 1941 with no nerve in one ear.,
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He was deaf in one ear. My child and grandchildren
carry a gene for deafness-believed to have been caused
by the Manhattan Project.

My late friend, Nedra Potts, who was raised in Oak
Ridge, always spoke out against nuclear projects. She
watch4das each of her small brothers and sisterSdied.
She was the only one from her family that survived.

This country already has enough nuclear waste to deal
with. Please-no more,

Yours truly,

Jean Heidel
Ph. 615-451-9761
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LOCAL NEWS

Ueanup'of Oak MRdge's K-25 plant to take 15years
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press

OAK RIDGE - Building'
''the world's firstr fill-scale ura-
nium enirichment. factory - 'a
45-acre monster. that was the
biggest industrialstructure in
the world atthe time - took 18,S" months ami'd the race .for the '

fiist atomic bomb..
'Six. decades later, federal

authorities,. think, they. finally
have a handle on just how long
it will take to clean up and tear
down the long'shuttered relic
of the Manhattan Pr6ject:.
About 15 years.

The K-25 Building anchored.
the facility -that supplied that
first bomb dropped,' on Japan,
then supported the nation's•
nuclear arsenal inm-the early
years ..of the.,Cold 'War and
finally commercial power reac-
tots.

Now,; though," the 'roof is-
leaking, the.walls are buckling,
'and' threatening 'substances
from mold to mercury are rife.

"We thought'it would 'be
'done sooner." We thought .it
would be further along than it
is now. But structuTal issues
and additional' contamination
have slowed the work up,
Robert Brown,' deputy director
of the Department of Energy.,s:'
Oak., Ridge complex, said
recexitly. "There has been a lot
of work concentrating on mak-.
ing sure 'that people going into,'
that building come,.,out. in' the
same condition they went in."

Popular Science magazine
once endemoliton.
worker" as one-of,
"•o s m science."

w' orker made the
nomination, citing a workplace
S full of poisons, required head-
to-toe protective gear and con-
cerns that when you leave "you
don't contaminate your car,.
your family or anything else."

Cleanup to cost $3 billion
• The massive four-story U-
shaped structure, a half-mile
long, dominates a 1,500-acre
site DOE has been working
since 1996 to convert into an
industrial' park 'for the Oak

0

.roots in the past.
-The government has spent

about $16 billion to this point.
Most of the work on the K-25
Building has been On the inside'

retrieving uranium residue
for recycling and cutting up
some 300 miles of pipe. The
first large exterior wall is
scheduled to come down in
October.

'Trice said each of the build-
ing's two wings will 'create
about 20,000' truckloads of
debris. Most will go to a special
DOE landfill in Oak Ridge..

Public tours an', option'
K-25 was code-named "K'

for. designer Kellex Corp. It
produced the fissionable ura-
nium-235.isotope and was the

.largest industrial building
under one, roof- in the world,
employing 12,000 people and

• consuming one-tenth'. of the
nation's electric 'power at the
time.

K-25 used a gaseous diffu-
sion process that separated and
concentrated the lighter U-235
isotope' from natural uranium
by heating it into a gas and
passing it through membranes
or "barriers" in a series of hun-
dreds of boxcar-size machines.'

Though gaseous diffusion is
fast becoming outdated by
more efficient centrifuge tech-.

'RESS nology, the old K-25 barriers
continue to have some value, at

'least to national'security. Fed-'
eral agents arrested a K-25 jani-
tor last year on allegations of

elly trying to sell barrier parts to the
ger. French government..
ch- Some.. -Manhattan Project
ged veterans and enthusiasts con-
do sider K-25 a national treasure'

iaz- 'worth preserving. DOE contin-
-ues to. study whether to spare

.ore the bottom of the U, or North
site'. Tower, for public tours.,-"

of" "There are several factors
ved that have to be taken into

account," Brown said. "One is
nes we are not going to spend more
:ers money on it than it Would take
has to tear. it down. And secondly
see .and overwhelmingly, we'are
its not going to put people's lives

lex at risk."
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Brick walls once covered by asbestos panels are exposed along the half-mile-long walls of the K-25 uranium enric'hment plant in C
Ridge, Tenn. Demolition is expected to be competed by late 2010 as part of, a $3 billion cleanup. The plant enriched uranium for the
first nuclear bomb, the Cold War nuclear arsenal and, finally, commercial reactors before it was shut down in 19%3.

Ridge community.. . - .
In 2002, the DOE, the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency
and the state accelerated the
cleanup. Crews. have made
enough headway that the DOE
and its contractors now say K-
25 will be.leveled by late 2010,
and the rest of the site finished
by 2016. "

.Demolishing K-25 has
always been the biggest hurdle
to "reindustrializing" the site.
But the deteriorating state of a
contaminated, building also
filled with PCBs, asbestos .and
radioactive uranium adds to
the urgency.....

. 'We knew it was in bad con-
dition; we just didn't know. it
was in horrible condition,"
Brown said.
. The government built K-25
'and its supporting buildings for
$500 'million in 18 months
between 1943-1945.

Cleaning it up is taking much
'longer, though the projected
'price of $3 billion is a relative
bargain. That $500 million
spent in 1945 equals about 5.
billion in today's dollars.

"The wartime-Tft6 build
the plant apparently led to
short cuts. A concrete floor on
'the fourth level was so thin a

demolition worker fell through work environment,"' K
in 2006. He- survived, but'" Trice,.. the project mana
everyone else' now working with cleanup, contractor Be
'more than six feet off the tel Jacobs Co., acknowled;
ground must wear a safety har- during a recent tour. 'We
ness. our best with it, but it is a I

ardous job."
Difficult work conditions So far about half of the m

than 500'buildings on the
"No heat, no'air conditioning, less tb,.p.-ap. hour west.
a rats'. nest of electrical wiring .Kngzville hbae been remo
and. a crumbling support sys- or.&leaned.
'tem. - those are just some of "'Eighteen compax
the problems the 820 workers ,employing about 350 work
on the job have encountered,,-' have 'moved in. The site
Often repairs must be made,,9• 'been renamed East Tennes
demolition can proceed_, . Technology Park, putting

."I would 'say it , difficult -military-industrial comp


